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This Mass Properties Report is prepared in accordance with the
applicable requirements of MIL-M-38310A issue dated 15 July 1966,
title: Mass Properties Control Requirements for Missile and Space
Vehicles as specified in Data Requirement Document No. 303.
These data are presented in accordance with the Data Procurement
Document (DPD) No. 303, dated October 1971, which specifies the Data
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I. REVIEW FOR MANAGEMENT
This document contains the engine weight, mass properties data, and
engine design criteria and specifications for a 1.2 million-lb sea-level
thrust pressure-fed LOX/RP-1 engine. Engine trade study weight data are
also presented herein.
The current engine weights are compared to previously reported
weight data and are summarized below.
Weights, lb
Previous Current Change
Total Engine Dry 17484 17640 +156
Total Wet Burnout 21344 21880 +536
Total Wet Operating 25964 26500 +536
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II. DESIGN DATA STATEMENT
Engine Sea-Level Thrust, lb
Engine Vacuum Thrust, lb
Number of Engines per Vehicle
Propellants
Materials
Type of Propellant Feed
Type of Construction
Type of Cooling - Combustion Chamber
- Nozzle
Number of Starts, Minimum
Mission Burn Time, sec
Throttling Ratio
Expansion Ratio
Characteristic Exhaust Velocity, ft/sec
Mixture Ratio
Ignition Type
Specific Impulse - Sea-Level, sec
Specific Impulse - Vacuum, sec
Thrust Coefficient - Sea-Level
Thrust Coefficient - Vacuum
Throat Area, in.2
Exit Area, in. 2
Thrust Chamber Pressure, psia
Total Propellant Flowrate, lb/sec
Fuel Flowrate, lb/sec
Oxidizer Flowrate, lb/sec


































II, Design Data Statement (cont.)
Oxidizer Inlet Pressure, psia
Fuel Inlet Temperature, °R
Oxidizer Inlet Temperature, ° R
Injector Type
Injector Thrust per Element
Injection Element Type
Combustion Chamber Length, in.
Chamber Contraction Ratio
Nozzle Contour Length
Thrust Vector Control Method
Thrust Vector Control Angle
Valve Type
Fuel Propellant Line Velocity, ft/sec
Oxidizer Propellant Line Velocity, ft/sec
Engine Fuel Inlet Line Diameter, in.
Engine Oxidizer Inlet Line Diameter, in.
Fuel Valve Inlet Diameter, in.
Oxidizer Valve Inlet Diameter, in.
Structural Criteria

























III. DATA SOURCES AND CONFIGURATION DRAWINGS
The primary data sources for the current weights and mass properties
are the drawings listed below. Detail weights were calculated for the
dimensions and materials shown on the component drawings.
Title Drawing No.
Engine Assembly 1162106
Interface Pressure-Fed Booster 1162107
Thrust Chamber 1162101
Thrust Chamber Details 1162086
Injector Assembly 1162100
Thrust Chamber Assembly 1162104
Igniter and Control Schematic 1162099
Valve Assembly 1162085
Gimbal Assembly 1162108
The engine assembly layout drawing is shown on Figure 1 and the engine
interface drawing, Figure 2, shows the engine reference axes. Center of
gravity and moment of inertia data is referenced to the gimbal point.
The above component drawings not included herein are presented in
Report Numbers SE-019-012-2H, "Package, Preliminary Design Data" and
SE-019-009-2H, "Report, Final, Phase A/B Study" Volume B submitted under this
contract. A preliminary Interface Control Document (ICD) and Contract End
Item (CEI) Specification is also contained in SE-019-012-2H.
The base weights (targets) were based on geometric scaling of components
used on existing liquid rocket designs. The historical engine component
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VIII. CHANGE ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT POTENTIALS
The current engine weights are compared to last previously











































This above comparison shows some changes in component dry weights, but
no major overall change in the total engine dry weight. The major reason for
the component weight changes is that a different method was used to obtain the
current weight estimates. The current weights are based upon calculations
using component engineering drawings. On the other hand, the previous component
base weights (targets) were established by geometric scaling of existing
engine data. The change in the engine wet weights resulted from a recalcu-
lation of the trapped propellant volumes.






























VIII, Change Analysis and Improvement Potentials (cont.)
Because the component drawings represent preliminary type designs,
further changes can be expected. Future emphasis would be placed upon
detailed engine and component design analyses to reduce component weights.
IX. UNRESOLVED PROBLEMS
None.
X. TRADE STUDY DATA
Parametric engine weights were generated to provide input to vehicle
contractor studies and to optimize the engine design. These parametric
values were generated by geometric scaling of weight data for existing engine
components as illustrated in Figures 3 through 8. The scaling was accomplished
by a FORTRAN program of mathematical scaling relationships run on a UNIVAC 1108
computer. Typical output data is shown on Page 13. Figures 3 through 8 also
compare the existing engine component data, data obtained from the scaling
relationships and the current pressure-fed engine component weights. Although
engine component weights vary from those scaled, the total engine weight data
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